Drug
“It was like a wakened dream…like everything is the
same just a little different”
“There is no weight to it. It is weightless... I feel like I
am in space.”

Drug Sub-Themes
Wakened Dream
Calm, Serenity, “I stay calm”
Cheerful
Out of my Body, Weightless
Falling, “Slowly Falling,” “Gravity is pulling me
down”
Related RUBRICS

Lepidolite was originally known as lilalite (from the
Hindu word 'lila' meaning play, game). It is also
referred to as the “happy” stone by some. There is an aspect of play and calm and happiness within this
state. However, it’s tainted by the circumstances that bring on this “lightness” as well as the results of
“wakened dream” state that results.
The anxiety and sense of incapability are too much for them to remain in their physical body. Composed of
so many elements that lack a solid foundation, Lithium, Alumina, Silica, Oxygen, Hydrogen, and Caesium) it
leaves. This induces a drug-like state. They literally live in a “wakened dream.” They have sensations of
“weightlessness “ and “lightness.” They may feel like they are “walking on air.” Things around them appear
strange. In the end, it is only a brief escape from the misery and doubt of their earthly existence. In this
state, they are as incapable as they feel inside, doing little productive work.
They may seem calm. They may feel present or in the present moment, but they are really only living a
partial life, not quite feeling the magnitude of their emotions. The cheerfulness is yet again, just the
“gaseous” quality of the substance, not a true sense of deep joy.
In this drug-like state they can feel the sensations of both rising, “floating” as well as “falling.” The falling can
symbolize their return to the physical body. It’s of interest to note that their depression is seen as “heavy,”
the opposite of this “lightness” or dug-like state. The sensation of falling is what happens to them as they
come out of the “weightlessness” and back into their reality.

Wakened Dream
I walked into my daughter's classroom to give her some lunch money at the beginning of school.. It is
only when I asked her where my daughter was, that she told me: I was in the wrong classroom. It was
last year’s classroom. I was very embarrassed, but amused at the time. It was like a wakened
dream: Standing in that room, that was so familiar yet different. Looking at the teacher that was not
the teacher, but it didn't bother me... It was like this dream. Like everything is the same just a
little different (02)
I immediately woke up after I fell asleep in my dream. I wonder who I was? Where was I? It felt
like Colonial times. I go back to sleep. (13)
...When I talk to the prover, she seemed not to have any awareness of what is going on. (22)
…like I am on the inside of some kind of consciousness, looking out and I can see, in fact I am
like in the Wizard of Oz seeing, or being, the man behind the curtain with my hands on the
levers, causing things to work the way they are working. (22)
Oh I haven’t done anything .. OH it's almost Christmas. Did I do any Christmas shopping? Where
did the time go? (02)
...I experienced my dreams have been more vivid… I had a hard time coming back into my body
after being in the astral plane for so long, not being there anymore…(11)
(dream) ...Then, as I pull up the covers, I realize that my hands are that of an old, old woman. I
touch my head, and it is wrapped in a scarf, I have long, gray hair, braided and put into a bun on the

top of my head. I am fascinated and I fall asleep. (13)
Well for me it was a very numbing experience in a certain way, when I took it I was talking to my
supervisor. I has this sensation of serenity and in a certain way it translated in a way, like what
date it is it? what time did we talk, …but after two months I feel like sleeping beauty like I am
just waking up...(02)
(dream) I'm in bed with another woman . To my surprise I notice that she has a penis. It's quite a
feminine penis, not too big and hard. It's just the right size of a penis for that lady…(09)
I see a mouse; I had no reaction to this creature in my kitchen. I am aware of it. It is moving slowly
without any consciousness of my presence. (13)

Calm, Serenity, “I stay calm”
Sense of calmness …every once in a while I feel a certain serenity (02)
Everyone in our party is very worried and anxious. I stay calm and go about taking care of her as
if I am not in my own body. (04)
Nothing bothering him. Normal stress at work feels fine, alert. Not getting to him on a personal
level right now. (07)
(dream) I see an image of a shark-like fish with sharp teeth. It wakes me up but still, I don't feel
scared. (09)
(dream)... Then I'm walking on the street, lost but not anxious. People are friendly. (09)
(dream) A mean man moves in to our home and we cannot do anything to protect ourselves. His
name is Erbium. He chews my both hands off. Feeling : very unpleasant, worried.(09) [editor
comment: “unpleasant” seems a bit distant from the experience of having your hands chewed off]

Cheerful
She has still been driving and singing in car. (04)
As though you are anticipating something exciting, an excited bubbly feeling, tingling. (04)
Very happy, optimistic at work where would be depressed, pretty positive, higher spirits, showing at
work, getting complements (07)
Excellent mood, happy and enthusiastic. (09)
I want to learn how to dance; so I signed up for a dance class. I want to move gravity. To free myself
from these heavy sensations in my body that have to be from this proving. (13)
I was giddy laughing a lot and I don't express my feelings unless I am really comfortable. That day I
was laughing and laughing, this was unusual. (21)
It’s like they are dancing, coming together and separating. Dancing around the Tree of
Life. Above it and outside of it. (21)

Out of My Body, Weightless
Everyone in our party is very worried and anxious. I stay calm and go about taking care of her as if I
am not in my own body. (04)
In the beginning, when I took the remedy what I feel first is like walking in the air, just for not too
long maybe like maybe half an hour. Great but in a way it was like I don’t know how to explain but
like not feeling anything. (02)
I realize I have been living my day to day life but I haven't done anything productive. I have been
somewhere in space. You live but you don’t really go anywhere. (02)
...was able to participate fully, was light and not critical about how the talk was conducted.. (08)
(dream) .. I feel confused. He asks me, "Who are you!?" I am uncertain... (13)
As I am describing this I feel smaller, yet relaxed, I feel like its overtaking the room, so that makes me
feel smaller. I am drifting to the corner, as though my body is vertical, even though my body is
horizontal. It wants to tell me something… I see an eye, looking upward, like a pink color around, A
lot of movement, not of anything in particular. Like gas or when you are pumping gas you see
those waves… it’s like I am floating into it…(21)
…I am beginning to feel I am expanding again, like a spirit coming up, coming up, its
bigger than the ant, I am also on the floor, I am here and there, there is a lightness,
weightlessness, a brightness, it is trying to pull me up (21)
There is no weight to it. It is weightless... I feel like I am in space. (21)
(Dream) ... she was in her classroom and gravity did not work…. (02)
... Weightlessness, my head was weightless. (04)

I thought that this was out there like some kind of mineral in space, or a particle of an Angel or
something, particles. (21)

Falling, “Slowly falling,” “Gravity is pulling me down”
I woke up feeling very, very heavy. I feel that there is a weightiness to this proving. A heavy
feeling, something about gravity. Needing to come down to earth. (13)
Gravity is pulling on my body, down toward the earth. (16)
At one point felt like gravity was pulling my head back. Not dizzy. More like a sensation on a roller
coaster or ride. (04)
...I experienced my dreams have been more vivid… I had a hard time coming back into my body
after being in the astral plane for so long, not being there anymore…(11)
I feel like my body is sluggish, it is falling, slowly falling, like I am falling asleep, as though I
were going to bed...(21)
... My body is falling more and more. Warm and pulling sensation. My hands feel cold. Deep
breath… Did I actually fall? (21)

Related Rubrics
Rubric

Prover #’s

DREAMS - AIRPLANES

4

DREAMS - AIRPLANES - on an airplane; being

4

DREAMS - FLYING

4, 14

DREAMS - LIFTED out of her body; she was

2, 11, 21

DREAMS - WOMEN - he is a woman

9

MIND - CHEERFUL

4, 7, 9, 13, 21, 29

MIND - DELUSION - Falling, is

4, 11, 13, 16, 21

MIND - DELUSION, HEAVY, he is

13, 16

MIND - DELUSIONS - body - out of the body

1, 2, 4, 11, 13, 16, 21

MIND - DELUSIONS - clouds - strange clouds settle upon patients or dance
about the sun

21

MIND - DELUSIONS - expanding - he is

21

MIND - DELUSIONS - strange - everything is

2, 13, 21, 22

MIND - DREAM; as if in a

1, 2, 4, 9, 13, 21, 22

Mind - LIGHTNESS, feeling of

1, 2, 4, 8, 13, 21

MIND - STRANGE - everything seems

2, 8, 9, 13, 21, 22

MIND - STUPEFACTION

2, 13

MIND - TRANQUILLITY

2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13, 21, 29

MIND - WITHDRAWAL from reality

2, 9, 13, 16, 21

MIND - WRONG, everything seems

2, 9
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